Stupid Sexy Romance Episodes 10 and 11 – Red: An Erotic Fantasy
Show Summary
This book is called Red: An Erotic Fantasy
http://a.co/dQFMhhZ
By Tiffany Reisz
Kini @kinilei1 recommended this one smexybookclub.com
Summary: Mona St. James is a desperate woman- she’s 25, the owner of a failing art gallery, and her mother had
recently passed away from a long, and very expensive illness. On her deathbed, Mona’s mother made Mona
promise one thing- keep the Red open at any cost. No matter what. But the problem is, The Red is in the Red. One
evening, Mona finds a very handsome stranger in her gallery. He’s dark and handsome and only gives her his first
name- Malcolm. He stares at a painting and tells her that it’s worth more than she thinks- underneath is a painting
worth more money. The stranger leaves and tells her to investigate this painting. He would be back in one week.
True to his word, the painting underneath is a lost work of art and Mona finds herself the talk of the art world. One
week later, Malcolm returns with a proposition. For one year once a month, he wants carte blanche over her and
in payment, he will give her artworks that will take the gallery out of debt.
I wasn’t sure what the difference was between erotica and romance, but I found it between the pages of this
book…..
10 ways to differentiate Romance from Erotica
10. If 50% of the novel is taken up by sex scenes
9. If sex usually starts within the first 10 pages
8. More of a physical rather than emotional relationship
7. Whips, chains, S&M
6. Isolation from friends, family, etc.
5. Sexual breaking point
4. Vulgarities or very explicit content such as cunt, semen
3. Multiple sex partners. So, DP, orgies, etc.
2. All three holes…. Yup I said it.
1. If you think of Madonna in any capacity during your reading
This book is going to be full of spoilers because there is a plot twist in the end and I FUCKING NEED TO TELL IT. If
you need to pause this podcast now, and read Red, do it. But come back
Because this book is all about art, its chapters are actually titles of works of art. For example, we have Olympia by
Manet, Dora and the Minotaur by Picasso etc.
This book is a visual and sexual journey
Mona: 25, average height, candy apple red hair. Owner of a gallery

Malcolm: ~40, English, black and tousled hair that reminded Mona of Eugene Delacroix’s self-portrait. Dark eyes
and a black heart. Impressive size and even more impressive girth. Has thick semen. To Mona, his semen tasted
salty as the ocean, but it refreshed her like water from a fountain.
His ideology: “I have trouble respecting a woman who gives away for free what she could sell for good money.
Whores are the only women who know their own worth”.
Malcolm comes with the proposition. She’s not sure, she would rather someone like her brain. He says
“The brain is an organ of the body. Whether I use you for your mind or use you for your cunt, I’m still using you for
an organ of your body”
He will save the Red and give her a million dollars, “he is paying not to fuck her, but fuck with her”. He will fuck her
in her gallery on the brass bed she has in the back room of the gallery.
“Art should be dangerous, you know. It should say something to society that society doesn’t want to hear. Do you
know what the opposite of art is? Propaganda. There’s too much of that in the world. Not enough art. And
certainly not enough of this…”
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